We report the experimental discovery of a remarkable organization of the set of self-generated periodic oscillations in the parameter space of a nonlinear electronic circuit. When control parameters are suitably tuned, the wave pattern complexity of the periodic oscillations is found to increase orderly without bound. Such complex patterns emerge forming self-similar discontinuous phases that combine in an artful way to produce large discontinuous spirals of stability. This unanticipated discrete accumulation of stability phases was detected experimentally and numerically in a Duffing-like proxy specially designed to bypass noisy spectra conspicuously present in driven oscillators. Discontinuous spirals organize the dynamics over extended parameter intervals around a focal point. They are useful to optimize locking into desired oscillatory modes and to control complex systems. The organization of oscillations into discontinuous spirals is expected to be generic for a class of nonlinear oscillators. F ully characterizing self-oscillations in nonlinear oscillators demands knowledge both of its phase-space dynamics, and the corresponding dual dynamics seen in stability (phase) diagrams in the system control parameter space. While phase-space dynamics has been extensively studied ever since the pioneering works of Poincaré and others well over a century ago, the associated description of stability diagrams had to wait for the advent of modern computers, particularly to characterize the intricate chaotic phases and complex phases corresponding to periodic motions other than stationary or the simple nonstationary periodic oscillations which appear immediately after Hopf bifurcations. Although it is not difficult to calculate Hopf boundary curves, no prescription exist for delimiting stability domains of the large succession of oscillatory phases that normally follow Hopf bifurcations.
We report the experimental discovery of a remarkable organization of the set of self-generated periodic oscillations in the parameter space of a nonlinear electronic circuit. When control parameters are suitably tuned, the wave pattern complexity of the periodic oscillations is found to increase orderly without bound. Such complex patterns emerge forming self-similar discontinuous phases that combine in an artful way to produce large discontinuous spirals of stability. This unanticipated discrete accumulation of stability phases was detected experimentally and numerically in a Duffing-like proxy specially designed to bypass noisy spectra conspicuously present in driven oscillators. Discontinuous spirals organize the dynamics over extended parameter intervals around a focal point. They are useful to optimize locking into desired oscillatory modes and to control complex systems. The organization of oscillations into discontinuous spirals is expected to be generic for a class of nonlinear oscillators. F ully characterizing self-oscillations in nonlinear oscillators demands knowledge both of its phase-space dynamics, and the corresponding dual dynamics seen in stability (phase) diagrams in the system control parameter space. While phase-space dynamics has been extensively studied ever since the pioneering works of Poincaré and others well over a century ago, the associated description of stability diagrams had to wait for the advent of modern computers, particularly to characterize the intricate chaotic phases and complex phases corresponding to periodic motions other than stationary or the simple nonstationary periodic oscillations which appear immediately after Hopf bifurcations. Although it is not difficult to calculate Hopf boundary curves, no prescription exist for delimiting stability domains of the large succession of oscillatory phases that normally follow Hopf bifurcations.
For a number of years, the study of bifurcation boundaries was conducted mainly for systems governed by maps, since they are much easier to deal with both analytically and computationally. Bifurcation boundaries in phase diagrams computed for maps were discussed recently by Lorenz in what turned out to be his last paper 1 . But the situation is evolving fast. Presently, detailed stability diagrams resulting from extensive simulations are becoming available not only for maps but also for a number of flows, i.e. for systems governed either by finite sets of ordinary nonlinear differential equations [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and, more recently, for infinite dimensional systems controlled by delay-differential equations, such as semiconductor lasers with delayed feedback 9 .
Experimentally, the determination of stability boundaries beyond the Hopf lines is a very difficult problem. This is the challenge that we wish to address here. More specifically, we report experimental phase diagrams of high-resolution displaying detailed information about the stability boundaries measured for an electronic circuit. Such stability diagrams summarize the dynamics over extended intervals of control parameters and provide detailed information about virtually all oscillations present in the circuit, including chaotic ones. Our diagrams reveal an unanticipated and quite surprising organization of parameters, that form a large discontinuous spiral of the stability phases underlying the set of periodic oscillations. Whirling along the discontinuous phases of the spiral implies having to jump repeatedly between an infinite alternation of chaotic and periodic phases. As explained below, such discontinuities are signatures of systematic bifurcation cascades unfolding according to a hitherto unseen and more complex scenario not included, e.g. in the famous classification of Arnold 10 . Since all oscillations underlying the discontinuous spiral are stable oscillations, the spiral is directly accessible to experimental work.
From a theoretical point of view, the determination of the frontiers between chaotic and periodic phases of oscillators is a complex task that needs to be addressed in all branches of the natural sciences. Unlike the relatively tame situation for fixed equilibria, whose boundaries are accessible by straightforward calculations, not even approximate methods exist for delimiting parameter windows likely to contain, e.g. chaotic bursting or pulsation phases of high-periodicity and their rich accumulation limits which are so typical in laser dynamics 11 , in biological neural networks 12 , and in many other applications 13 . Even worse, it seems likely that no analytical methods will ever exist to delimit such stability domains. For instance, think of the problem of computing analytically the self-similar boundary of the Mandelbrot set. Thus, the theoretical delimitation of stability phases can be dealt numerically only. Regularities of complex phases are universal invariants that help unify seemingly distinct systems into universality classes whose knowledge is a great asset for applications.
Results
Our experiments are conducted with the help of the electronic circuit shown schematically in Fig. [1] . The circuit is a slight variation of an autonomous Duffing-like proxy introduced recently 14,15 , having the distinctive technological advantage of bypassing noisy spectra which normally pollute driven (i.e. non-autonomous) oscillators. An additional characteristic is that our oscillator is among the most precise devices presently in existence, allowing its modes of oscillation to be measured with very high accuracy. In a variety of configurations, such oscillators are also popular nowadays as components in experiments conceived to study the variegated complex phenomena predicted for nonlinear oscillators. Our circuit is governed by the equations
where variables and parameters are all adimensional 14, 15 . Equivalently, these equations can be also conveniently written as
Here, b is used to regulate the intensity of the damping, k is the feedback amplitude and v is the cut-off frequency of the filter 14, 15 .
Essentially, b and k are factors of the voltage dividers in the circuit. Instead of the external sinusoidal drive commonly used in the standard Duffing oscillator, usually defined as € xzb _ x{xzx 3~a sin vtzQ ð Þ, our circuit has an additional degree of freedom, z, describing the inertia of the low-pass filter. Noteworthy is the sign of the damping term b, opposite to the sign normally present in the standard oscillator. As indicated in Fig. [1] , the Duffing-like proxy allows one to adjust both parameters b and k independently, by means of digitally controlled attenuators. In addition, the original nonlinearity formed by two anti-parallel diodes 14, 15 was replaced here by the diode network, also shown in Fig. [1] , used to produce the cubic nonlinearity of the circuit. The replacement of the two antiparallel diodes turned out to be crucial to obtain a reasonable agreement between the circuit and its model equations above.
Figure [2] illustrates five typical wave patterns x(t) obtained numerically for our circuit, together with their respective return maps, as indicated in the figure caption. The patterns labeled A, B, C display multipeaked periodic oscillations while patterns a and b illustrate chaotic oscillations. Patterns A, B, C show clearly that the Duffing-like proxy displays precisely the same antiperiodic oscillations that were discovered recently in a different experiment 4 . In contrast with that earlier work, which is governed by four differential equations, the Duffing-like proxy generates antiperiodicity in a considerably simpler setup, involving just three equations. In panels A, B, C of Fig. [2] we also compare numerically computed with experimentally measured return maps (shown in red) for the maxima in the x(t) variable: x(t max ) 3 x(t max11 ). They illustrate the very good agreement obtained between measurements and simulations. Similar agreement is found for the other variables (not shown). To answer this question, we performed a very detailed global investigation of the phase-space of the system for a wide interval of parameters. More specifically, for all representative combinations of parameters and initial conditions over wide intervals, we conducted a two-phase experiment as follows: First, we discriminated whether oscillations are chaotic or periodic and then, second, recorded this information on a fine grid (b, k) of parameters, to produce phase diagrams as described in details below, in Methods. A typical example of an experimentally obtained phase diagram is shown in Fig. [3] (a). This figure records how much the oscillations spread in phase-space, i.e. it records how the occupied fraction of the phase-space varies as a function of b and k. The total time needed to collect the experimental data summarized in Fig. [3] (a) was ,31 days, a quite long time that emphasizes the importance of the thermal bath that was used during data acquisition (see Methods).
The measurements collected in the phase diagram shown in Fig. [3] (a) display our key result: the discovery of a wide discontinuous spiral structure. The spiral is formed by an alternation of stability phases arising from standard saddle-node bifurcations with endpoints (terminations) as shown magnified in Fig. [4] . The existence of spirals and exceptional points organizing oscillations in the control space of a number of systems was reported in the last few years, e.g. in tunnel diodes and fiber-ring lasers 2 , electronic circuits 3,5 , for semiconductor lasers, for light-emitting diodes with optoelectronic feedback, in chemical and biochemical oscillators, in tunnel diodes, and in a few other paradigmatic flows [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 16, 17 . However, all studies done so far have consistently reported the observation of continuous spirals formed by shrimps 1 . The novel spiral reported here, shown in www.nature.com/scientificreports Fig. [3] , is neither continuous nor composed of shrimps but, instead, of rather distinct terminations, to be described below.
An important fact about Fig. [3] (a) is that it displays a lot of details about the global structure of the control space despite the fact that both methods used to record our data contain no objective rule to distinguish between chaos and periodicity of the oscillations. Thus, one may ask: What is the meaning of all the information gathered experimentally in Fig. [3] (a)? The answer can be obtained by resorting to the three differential equations defined by the circuit. With them, we computed Lyapunov stability diagrams as described in Methods, at the end of the paper. Such Lyapunov exponents are standard tools used to discriminate between chaos and periodicity for every parameter pair (b, k). Figure [ 3](b) shows the largest non-zero Lyapunov exponent and illustrates how periodic and chaotic solutions self-organize over a wide region of the control parameter space for v 5 0.5, an arbitrary choice motivated by the original experiments of Lindberg et al. 14, 15 . Results are not sensitive to this choice. As shown by the colorbar in Fig. [3] (b), darker shadings are used to denote periodic oscillations (i.e. negative Lyapunov exponents) while colors represent chaotic phases (positive exponents). Similarly to the experimental phase diagram of Fig. [3] (a), the Lyapunov phase diagram in Fig. [3] (b) also displays the spiral formed by a discontinuous alternation of stability phases. In this figure we have indicated the accumulation focal point, hub, to where all phases of periodic oscillations seem to converge. The dotted line is a fit to points centered at the terminations of the several periodic phases. It is defined by the equation k 5 k(b) 5 7.98844b 2 1 2.37172b 1 0.209081. The focal hub is located on this line, indicated by a red dot. The two white boxes show the systematic way in which the self-similar endpoints (terminations) of each individual periodic phase accumulates towards the focal hub. The detailed structures inside such boxes are shown magnified in Fig. [4] , both for the experimental and numerical results.
Since the Lyapunov exponent is the standard quantitative criterion to distinguish between chaos and periodicity, Fig. [3] (b) validates the procedure used to represent the experimental data in Fig. [3] (a). Furthermore, the diagrams in Fig. [3] clearly show that our algorithms to deal with experimental data are capable of discriminating Fig. [3] (b). Cusps are the terminations of the very long left fins of the fishes. The color tables are the same ones used in Fig. [3] .
www.nature.com/scientificreports SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 3 : 3350 | DOI: 10.1038/srep03350 chaos from regularity. In other words, with the hindsight provided by the diagram of Lyapunov exponents, it is easy to recognize that in Fig. [3] (a) blue represents periodic solutions while the yellow-red colors represent chaotic oscillations.
Comparing the stability diagrams in Figs. [3] (a) and [3] (b) one can recognize the presence of a small shift between the parameter scales: This happens because in the experiment b has to compensate all losses in the circuit, due mainly to the internal series resistance of the inductor. This means using b 2 (26V)/(156V) (see Fig. [1] ) as the effective coefficient. Other losses, like e.g. the ones due to magnetization of the ferrite core, are difficult to model and have not been explicitly included, leading to small additional shifts in b. Further, experimentally it was difficult to set v to the desired value 0.5 by tuning a capacitor. Additionally, v may change with frequency because of the frequency dependence of the dielectric in the 13.8 nF capacitor in Fig. [1] . Fortunately, from Eqs. (2) we see that kz~k _ x{k_ z=v, showing that k can partially compensate shifts in v. Despite the aforementioned difficulties, the robust and unambiguous message from Fig. [3] is that there is excellent agreement between experiments and simulations to very fine details, as corroborated by the comparisons in Fig. [4] . Figure [ 3] displays a number of interesting and hitherto unknown features. The discontinuous spiral consists of a discrete alternation of two types of periodic phases, each one characterized by oscillations having similar wave patterns (shown in panels A, B, C of Fig. [3] and an ever increasing number of maxima as one moves along the spiral towards the central focal point. The upper right corner of both panels in Fig. [3] display sequences of certain ''fish-like'' structures with thin and very long tails. In contrast, the lower left corner shows an alternation of a composite involving crescent-shaped boomerang-like forms together with cuspidal ''harpoons'' which also have long tails. These two types of structures are shown magnified in Fig. [4] , which also presents a comparison between measured and simulated phases.
How do the discontinuous spirals reported here compare with the known continuous spirals from the literature and illustrated in Fig. [5] (b)? Is it possible to isomorphically deform continuous and discontinuous spirals into one another? Are the terminations forming the discontinuous spirals just distorted shrimps projected from an exquisite angle in the control parameter space? The answer is simple: Both spirals are intrinsically distinct objects that are not isomorphic, i.e. cannot be deformed into one another. In the isospike diagram seen in Fig. [5] (a), colors represent the number of maxima observed in one period of x(t), while white is used to represent chaotic oscillations. This figure shows that the number of peaks in one period of x(t) increases steadily by 2 towards the accumulation focal point. The spirals in Fig. [5] arise from distinct bifurcations 10 . This can be understood from Fig. [5] where we compare the familiar shrimps 1,18-20 that wind to form continuous spirals, with the two sets of terminations involved in the discontinuous spiral. Although legs can get very elongated and thin and slightly change their thickness upon changes of parameters, there is no way to make the distinct terminations to coincide, nor to avoid the characteristic chaotic gaps present in the discontinuous spiral 10 .
The boomerang-like terminations do not contain any cusps inside them and, therefore, they cannot be elongated or distorted shrimps. Both terminations composing the discontinuous spiral can be found abundantly as isolated structures (i.e. not forming spirals) in many maps like, e.g. the two-dimensional quadratic Hénon map 1, 18 u,v ð Þ. a{u 2 zbv,u À Á , or in the characteristic pair of one-dimensional cubic maps. Fig. [6] illustrates fish-like, boomerang-like, and cusp-like terminations of period-10 generated by the Hénon map. The pink background denotes parameters leading to divergent solutions. As indicated by the colorbar and numbers in the figure, the main bodies of the terminations have period 10. Similar terminations but with period 14 exist inside the box in the lower left corner. The characteristic terminations of the discontinuous spiral have been studied in detail both in the real and in the complex plane 20 .
The possibility of studying the structural organization of discontinuous spirals using low-dimensional maps is important for two reasons. First, maps allow one to avoid the complications associated with the integration of differential equations. Second, one-dimensional maps allow one to follow the self-similar organization in terms of the superstable loci of the maps, a concept with no equivalent in flows or in multidimensional maps. After knowing that the peculiar terminations forming discontinuous spirals can be well reproduced with simple maps, an interesting open question is to find out what sort of mechanism is necessary to bend terminations in order to form long spirals. Furthermore, since models contain a myriad of parameters, it would be interesting to divine a working model containing spirals with the least distortion and compression possible. This would avoid the idiosyncrasies of using planar projections to represent complicated multidimensional parameter surfaces in control space.
Of relevance for applications is that, while continuous spirals allow smooth navigation towards the focal hub without the need of ever crossing the omnipresent chaotic phases surrounding the spiral, analogous navigation along discontinuous spirals forces one to repeatedly move across chaotic phases while whirling to or from the focal hub. The monotonous regularity of such alternation between chaotic and periodic phases seems to allow one to anticipate where and how big are the intervals between phases. We have not attempted to characterize such discontinuities here. Note that the parameter volume of the chaotic phase connected with discontinuous spirals seems to be considerably larger than the corresponding phase connected with continuous spirals.
Discussion
In summary, we reported the experimental discovery and numerical corroboration of a remarkable discontinuous spiral in the control space of an electronic circuit. Our results show that, in addition to the familiar class of continuous spirals, periodic oscillations may also form a new class of discontinuous spirals in stability diagrams. Discontinuous spirals also whirl around an exceptional focal point that organizes very orderly the dynamics over wide portions of the control parameter space. Although there is no mathematical theory yet to predict the location of focal hubs and their spirals, our work shows that they can be located both in the laboratory and with numerical simulations. Computer models mirroring real-life experiments like the one described here have become crucial for most advances in the understanding of complex phenomena affecting the control parameter space globally.
The circuit studied here can be considered as a paradigm for a class of phenomena governed by nonlinear differential equations, whose dynamics should present similar discontinuous features. Knowledge of the location and structure of spirals is of use for controlling and/or safely guiding system in control space. The understanding of the farreaching distribution of spiral phases emanating from periodicity hubs is a challenging theoretical matter. In some flows, periodicity hubs are known to be connected with Shilnikov's scenario of homoclinic bifurcations [5] [6] [7] . However, it is equally known that such homoclinic bifurcation scenario is not a necessary condition for the existence of hubs and spirals 16 . In fact, periodicity hubs with their continuous spirals are instantiations of a much more general phenomenon which is observed also in situations transcending Shilnikov's scenario and involving no homoclinic connections at all 5, 16 . In sharp contrast with its continuous counterpart, nothing is presently known theoretically about discontinuous spirals. We hope their discovery now to motivate the determination of the mathematical conditions underlying their genesis. The investigation of spirals should also help to shed light on the rather difficult question of classifying in how many different ways can we expect stability islands to accumulate in phase diagrams of nonlinear oscillators and, more generically, in dynamical systems.
Methods
Experimental setup. All operational amplifiers used in our experiment ( Fig. [1] ) are fast, precise and of low-noise (AD8676), the resistors are of low temperature coefficient (,5 ppm/K) and of low tolerance, 0.1%, except for the resistors in the diode network, and R L , the internal resistance of the copper wire wound coil. The diodes are of the Schottky type. Since the forward voltages on the diodes and R L are quite temperature sensitive, the whole setup was placed inside a thermally stabilized box that allowed maintaining the air temperature constant at 25.0 6 0.05uC during the measurement. The voltages on the points x and z in Fig. [1] were recorded using a standard PC with integrated analog-to-digital converter. Our measurements are robust against slight changes of the specific parameter values used in the circuit.
Experimental measurements. For each individual parameter pair we started by, during about 10 ms, setting to zero the digitally controlled attenuator responsible for b to allow any spurious oscillation to decay. After selecting each value of b and k, we waited for about 0.2 s to allow transients to die out. The voltages x and z were then sampled with 192 ksps for 0.5 s and converted into pairs of data points representing the original x and z voltages over time. With the (x, z) so obtained we computed a twodimensional histogram with a binning of 500 3 500 and a range of 63 V counts per axis. After this, the number of bins containing non-zero values was evaluated. This simple approach quantifies the occupied fraction of the phase-space and may be measured either in pixels or in volts squared. The acquisition of a single sample in parameter space takes about 1 second. The above procedure was repeated for every point of the (b, k) parameter grid. The values quantifying the occupied phase-space for a range of parameters were then normalized and used to build a graphical representation of the data such that the individual values contained in a matrix of points are represented as colors. Each value quantifying the occupied fraction of phase-space is represented by a different color, ranging from dark blue for low occupation fractions up to dark red for high occupation. An essentially identical phase diagram (not shown here) was measured using the following quite different method of recording oscillations. In this second procedure, we counted the number of peaks (local maxima) in each x(t) signal, binned them into 1000 bins, counted the distinct peaks of the histogram so obtained, and used this count as a color index to build the phase diagram. Clearly, the idea behind this color index is to associate low number of peaks to periodic solutions and larger number of peaks to chaotic behaviors.
Computational methods. Lyapunov exponents were obtained by solving Eqs. (2) numerically using a standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with fixed-step, 1, 18, 19 found at every turn of any continuous spiral. Numbers refer to periods, white marks chaos. These forms are not isomorphic to each other 10 . See text.
www.nature.com/scientificreports h 5 0.0045, over a high-resolution mesh consisting of 2400 3 2400 5 5.76 3 10 6 equally spaced points. For each point (b, k) of the mesh, we computed the three Lyapunov exponents by always starting numerical integrations from a fixed arbitrarily chosen initial condition: (x, y, z) 5 (0.02, 0.1, 0.11). The first 10 5 time-steps were discarded as transient time needed to reach the final attractor. The subsequent 5 3 10 6 iterations were then used to compute the Lyapunov spectrum of the oscillator. In Figs. [3] (a), [5] (a), and [6] , the pink background denotes parameter values leading to divergent solutions. As indicated by the colorbar in Fig. [5] (a), a palette of 17 colors is used to represent ''modulo 17'' the number of peaks (maxima) in one period of the oscillations of x(t). Similarly, in Fig. [6] , the periodicity is plotted modulo 17. The isospike diagram shown in Fig. [5] (a) was obtained after computing Lyapunov exponents by recording up to 800 extrema (maxima and minima) of the time series of x(t) together with the instant when they occur, and recording repetitions of the maxima. The computation of high-resolution stability diagrams for several millions of points is numerically a quite demanding task that we performed with the help of 1536 high-performance processors of a SGI Altix cluster with a theoretical peak performance of 16 Tflops.
